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INTRODUCTION

Surface modification using plasma a..sisted etching and deposition

has been largely based on the interactions of neutrals and iOlls with

the substrate. It is of interest therefore to know more about iOIl im-

pact energy distribution functions. the composition of the ion nllx

at the substrate, and the directionality of ions in discharges used to

process different materials_ There is a need to better understand the

behavior of ions in the cathode sheath of argon glow discharges, be-

cause argon is often used in pla..ma sputtering and as a reference gas

in plasma processing experiments. There are several investigations

of ion kinetic energies and angular distributions in both de 11) and

rf 12J discharges for pressures rAnging from 0.13 Pa. to 0.13 kPa.

Additionally, the ion enl!fgy distribution functions have been cal-

culated using ether Monte Carlo model. 12) or by assuming that

ions are in hydrodynamic equilibrium at a particular local electric

field-to-gas density ratio (E/N) 11,31.

Previous investigations 141have been limited to determinations of

the energy distribution function (EDF) of Ar. ions drifting in neu-

tral argon gas for E/N only up to 300Td (1 Td = 10-21 Vm2).

In this work we present results from mea..urements of the EDF for

Ar. and Ar2+ in dc, low-cunent. diffuse argon discharges with E/N

ratios ranging from 640Td to 41 kTd. Our measurements of EDF

were done asing both a retarding potential analyzer (RPA), and a

cylindrical minor analyzer (CMA) 15). These measurements allow

a test of predided "steady. state" energy distribution fundions for

Ar.13).

EXPERIMENT

Two drift tubes were used to study the kinetic-energy distributions

of ions sampled from low-current. low-pressure argon discharges.

Each consisted of stainless-steel parallel-plane electrodes placed in a

q'lartz cylinder in order to pre\"ent long path breakdown. One drift

tube utilized a 4-grid RPA for ion energy analysis. and has been

described elsewhere 16). For this apparatus, the electrode diameter

was 40 mm with an electrode spacing of 20 mm. The ions from the

discharge entered the RPA through a pattern of seven O.I-mm holes

in the cathode_

The other drift tube was appended to a cylindrical mirror energy

analyzer with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (CMA-MS) which

allowed the identification of the ion mass. A schematic diagam of

this apparatas is shown in Fig. 1. The drift tabe consisted of20-mm

parallel plane stainless-steel electrodes with an interelectrode spac-

ing of 12 mm. The discharge was operated at pressares ranging from

23 Pa to 124 Pa with a discharge carrent of 8 p.A. lonl were lam-

pled from the discharge through an O.28-mm hole and then entered

the C~IA-MS thrOJ'gh an D.2-mm hole in the CMA-MS sampling
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Ficore 1. Schematic diagram of the cylindrical mirror ion energy analyzer
with qulldrupole m spectrometer (QMS) attached to a parAllel-plAte
drilL tube_ ITO are the ion-trAn.fer lenoes.

cone. The double aperture arrangement was utilized to keep the

pressure in the ma... spectrometer portion of the vacuum system

below 10-s Pa (-10-1 Torr). Pressures in the iutermediate region

between the t\110apertures was n..ar 10-3 Pa (-lO-s Torr). The

CMA was operated in a mode such that an energy resolution of 200V

was maintained over the entire energy ra.ngescanned. Corrections

were made to the ion kinetic-energy scale to compensate for 5urface

charging in the vicinity of the apertures 17)-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The measured kinetic-energy distribution functions of Ar. a.nd Ar..

at different E/N are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, as mea-

sured by the CMA-MS. No Art ions were detected from the dis-

charge, presumably because E/N values were too large in the dis-

charge to promote the required three-body, low-energy interactions.

For Ar., the EDF exhibit an exponential decay as the ion energy

increa..es for E/N below 5 kTd. Howe\ocr, for higher E/N tbere is

a deficiency of ions with energies above approximately 40 eV. This

deficiency is also ob5en-ed for Ar.. as seen in Fig. 3. The deficiency

of ions above 40eV suggests the possibility that higher energy ions

may be lost from the solid angle of the detector as a result of inelas-

tic andlor elastic collisions. Collisional effects of Ar. ions leading

to scattering of ions ou tside the collection angle of the experiment

wiD be further investigated and discus.oed at the conrerence.

Kinetic-energy distribution functions from argon discharges at higher

E/N values were measured using the drift tube with the RPA. These

are presented in Fig. 4. While no mass analysis is available on this

instrument, the ion signal is almost entirely Ar. at high E/N so

these data may be compared directly with those in Fig. 2. Note

that no deficiency of ions with higher energies are obserYed for this

instrument, although the high energy tails of the distributions ex-

hibit deviations from the Maxwellian form given below.

The mobility of Ar+ ions in ther parent gas is mainly determined by

. chuge-exchange collisions. The distribution fundio.. for ions drift-

ing through a uniform electric field are predicted to be Maxwelli=
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from solutions of the Boltzmann. equation (3), i.e.,

/(c) ::;(kT+)exp( -c/kT+)

where kT+ =eEI(NQCT) is an ion "temperature", and QCT is the

cross section for resonant charge transfer in Ar+ + Ar collisions.
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Ficure 2. Ener&)'di..tribution function, I(e), of Ar+ ..t 1000..nd 5000
Td as measured IlsinS the CMA-MS "l'J>"r..tus.
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Figure 3. Eller&)'distribution function, I(e), of Ar++ at 1750 Td and
6400 Td ASmeMured using the CMA-MS .."""ratus.
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Figure S. Measured (circles) Alldcalcul..ted (solid line) ion temP<'ratures,
kT+, And ratios of Ar+IAr++ nllxes (triansles) versus E/N.

The ion velocity in the direction of the field, 17.. is much greater

than the thermal component perpendicular to the electric field so

that £ = ml7~/2, where m is the ion m...".

Figure 5 shows the ion temperatures for Ar+ versus E/N as deter-

mined by the linear portion of the data in Figs. 2 and 4, and as

calculated by the expression in Eq. (1). The data points for E/N

values below 10 kTd were derived from measurements made with

the CMA, while data points at higher E/N were obtained with the

RPA. There is good agreement between the different experimental

techniques, and between experimental and calculated values for the

apparent ion "temperature". The data for the charge-transfer cross

sections of Ar+ + Ar used in Eq. (I) were taken from Ref. (8).

Shown with IIOlid triallgl"", and connected with a d hed line on

Fig. 5, is the ratio of singly and doubly charged ion ftux versus

E/N. The Ar+ ions dominate the ion ftux for the E/N .-alues stud.

ied here. For E/N values greater than 10 kTd, the Ar+ IAr++ ratio

exceeds 100. The increase of Ar+ ftux ill r.omparison with Ar++ for

increasing E/N conditions is expected because of the lower thresh.

old for single ionization by electron impact. The rates for processes

involving the direct ionization of neutrals by electrons can change

significantly with changes in the electron.energy distribution func.

tion associated with changing E/N.

There is a large decrease in the total ion current arriving at the

CMA.MS sampling cone as the E/N value in the discharge decreases

below 1500Td. We were unable to detect an Ar++ signal with the

CMA-MS for E/N .-alues below 1000Td. and the Ar+ signal disap-

peared for vallles below about 6OOTd. This determines the lower

E/N limit of ollr measurements. Similar detection limits have been

observed for the aPA drift tube when the same plate separation

(12 mm) is used. Since the measurements of EDF at low E/N sug-

gest that the dominant collision process is charge transfer, the reason

for low signal/noise ratios at low E/N and higher gas densities may

be the short mean free path of ions with respect to the thickness

of the field-free region between the cathode and the CMA entrance

aperture or between the cathode and the RPA grids, where the gas

pressure is still relatively high.
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